
LIMITED WARRANTY
The Kawasaki Vulcan® S, Vulcan® S ABS, Vulcan® S ABS CAFE, Vulcan® 900 Custom and Vulcan® 900 Classic 

come with a 12-month limited warranty. The Vulcan® 900 Classic LT comes with a 24-month limited warranty. 

The Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS and Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS come with a 36-month limited warranty.

UP TO FOUR YEARS EXTENDED COVERAGE
Let Kawasaki protect your new vehicle for years to come with Kawasaki Protection Plus™. This plan repairs or 

replaces covered components free of charge if found defective in material or workmanship. Everything about 

the plan is easy: there’s no deductible, it’s honored at every authorized Kawasaki dealer nationwide and it’s 

transferable to another owner with no fee. Just ask your dealer how you can purchase additional coverage of 

12, 24, 36 or 48 months, depending on the model and plan purchased. FL Lic #65500, Kawasaki Motors Corp., 

U.S.A., PO Box 25252, Santa Ana, CA 92799, (949) 770-0400.

KAWASAKI CARES
Always wear a helmet, eye protection and proper apparel. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

Read Owner’s Manual and all on-product warnings. Professional riders shown on a closed course.  

©2018 Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A.

All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos, and copyrights are the property of their respective owners. 
Accessorized unit shown.

Printed in the U.S.A.
99969-3731
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Introducing the 2019 line-up of Vulcan® cruisers, where supreme engineering, 

muscular strength and spirited style blend together to become a force to be reckoned 

with. From the sporty Vulcan® S to the thunderous Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS, Vulcan 

offers an exciting range of carefully-crafted yet incredibly versatile cruisers to suit 

every rider. Discover more on a Vulcan cruiser. 
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With the heart of a sportbike and the comfort of a classic cruiser, the groundbreaking Vulcan® S sport 

cruiser brings together the best of both worlds. An abundance of torque and a responsive chassis offer an 

exhilarating ride that appeals to new and experienced riders alike. Brave the open road on the Vulcan® S or 

ride with extra edge on the Vulcan® S ABS CAFE sport cruiser.

Vulcan® S ABS in Metallic Matte Covert Green
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ERGO-FIT™ is an exclusive sizing system that creates the perfect fit for riders of all sizes by offering adjustments to the bike’s 

seat, footpegs and handlebar to accommodate the rider’s height and reach. With 18 possible configurations, ERGO-FIT helps 

produce a more comfortable and confident riding experience. Get fitted at a dealership with an ERGO-FIT Center for no 

additional cost when you purchase a Vulcan® S motorcycle. 

REDUCED 
REACH

MID 
REACH

EXTENDED  
REACH

TM

Vulcan® S ABS in Stormcloud Blue
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Unlike any other motorcycle, the Vulcan® S sport cruiser is designed to transport riders in edgy style. 

Characterized by blending an aggressive ride with a natural, vintage styling, this bike kicks any experience into 

high gear. Whether you’re commuting to work or enjoying a day trip, the Vulcan S adds confidence-inspiring 

performance to every ride.

Vulcan® S ABS in Stormcloud Blue
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SUSPENSION

WHEELS & TIRES
Sportbike-inspired wheels and performance 

tires add style to the Vulcan® S motorcycle and 

contribute to its light and responsive handling. 

Working in tune with the slim, lightweight 

chassis, high-traction tires inspire confidence 

and offer sporty capability.
Built to accommodate a variety of riders, the rear shock features a seven-position preload adjuster that 

can optimize the rear suspension, ensuring a smooth, comfortable ride. Adjustments can be made to suit 

rider preference—a softer setting for a plush feel or stiffer setting for a sportier ride.

ENGINE
Derived from the Kawasaki Ninja® sportbike, the 649cc parallel-twin 

engine of the Vulcan® S motorcycle churns out incredibly smooth power, 

tuned for a strong delivery in the low- to mid-range. Predictable roll-on 

power helps build confidence while sportbike DNA shines through as the 

revs climb, offering a spirited ride in the high-rpm range. 

2019 VULCAN® S

METALLIC MATTE COVERT GREEN* STORMCLOUD BLUE
Vulcan® S ABS in Metallic Matte Covert Green

*Model available in ABS and Non-ABS.
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Forget what you know about traditional cruisers and meet the Vulcan® S ABS CAFE sport cruiser. 

This sporty take on the versatile Vulcan® S challenges the limits of what a cruiser can be. Inspired by 

the innovative legacy of Kawasaki Ninja® sportbikes, the Vulcan S ABS CAFE brings a combination 

of power and performance to the surface in an edgy style like you’ve never seen before. 

2019 VULCAN® S ABS CAFE

Vulcan® S ABS CAFE in Candy Steel Furnace Orange/Metallic Spark Black
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CAFÉ STYLING
Optimized for speed and handling, the Vulcan® S ABS CAFE sport cruiser features an aggressive 

appearance that answers the call of café heritage. Keeping with the inherently minimalist culture, the paint, 

signature tank badging and sport striping emphasize the sportbike spirit.

ERGO-FIT™ ADJUSTABILITY
Three different ERGO-FIT™ riding positions 

allow riders of varying stature to select the 

right configuration to match their personal 

preference. Find a comfortable reach 

with your choice of accessory seat and 

handlebars, and personalize the fit with 

standard adjustable clutch and brake levers. 

Relax your legs and go the distance in 

comfort with factory-installed three-position 

adjustable footpegs.

WIND DEFLECTOR
The Vulcan® S ABS CAFE is characterized by a unique wind deflector 

over the headlight, adding to the retro tradition. This compact, dark-tinted 

deflector helps deflect wind away from the rider for a more comfortable 

ride while offering a custom look. 

2019 VULCAN® S ABS CAFE

CANDY STEEL FURNACE ORANGE/METALLIC SPARK BLACK
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Vulcan® 1700 cruisers represent Kawasaki design at its finest. A massive 1,700cc fuel-injected V-twin engine with 

cruise control puts the power to the pavement, and a host of premium touring amenities ensure an exhilarating ride. 

No matter how long the road is, a Vulcan 1700 will get you there in comfort and style.

Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS in Candy Imperial Blue/Metallic Graphite Gray
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The Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS is the king of Kawasaki cruisers. A 1,700cc digitally fuel-injected V-twin engine 

plus Kawasaki Advanced Coactive-braking Technology (K-ACT II) ABS and electronic cruise control help make 

the Vulcan 1700 Voyager ABS the pinnacle of power and luxury on the open road. Dual locking saddlebags and 

a tail trunk offer ample onboard storage while dual air-assisted shocks optimize damping so you can enjoy the 

journey. 
Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS in Candy Imperial Blue/Metallic Graphite Gray
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CRUISE CONTROL

AUDIO
Powerful speakers accompany the standard 

AM/FM/WB audio system with accessory 

iPod® and SiriusXM® compatibility. It also 

features Navigation Audio Prompt Capability 

in conjunction with select Garmin® GPS 

devices (sold separately). Relax and soak up the open road with the innovative electronic cruise control system. Cruise control can be 

engaged and adjusted entirely from the right side of the handlebar—set your cruising speed in third gear or 

above with the push of a button and accelerate or decelerate while remaining in cruise control mode. 

All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.

FULLY LOADED DASH
The frame-mounted fairing not only provides ample rider protection, but 

also houses numerous accommodations for you and your passenger. 

Large, easy-to-read instrumentation including a central LCD screen 

keeps you informed while you take control of the open road. 

2019 VULCAN® 1700 VOYAGER® ABS 

CANDY IMPERIAL BLUE/METALLIC GRAPHITE GRAY
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It may look like a custom V-twin bagger, but the Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS cruiser is in a class of its own. A roaring engine 

featuring advanced Kawasaki technology offers a smooth, reassuring ride. The blacked-out engine, distinct bodywork 

styling and select chrome accents create a unique and bold appearance. Enhance the fun factor of Kawasaki performance 

with the head-turning style of the Vulcan 1700 Vaquero ABS.

2019 VULCAN® 1700 VAQUERO® ABS 

Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS in Metallic Spark Black
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RIDER COCKPIT
Touring style elements carry over into the cockpit, where informative and intuitive instrumentation highlights the color-matched 

dash. The classic appearance belies the host of modern onboard amenities such as the AM/FM/WB audio system with iPod® 

and SiriusXM® radio compatibility. Small locking storage compartments below the premium speakers allow you to stow 

electronics, sunglasses and other necessities in a convenient spot. 

TECHNOLOGY
Kawasaki Advanced Coactive-braking 

Technology (K-ACT II) ABS and electronic 

cruise control add to the standard package, 

giving the Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS the 

power to rule the road. An electronic cruise 

control system can be activated in third gear 

or above so you can relax and enjoy the ride.

ENGINE
Command the highway with the thunderous power of the 

Kawasaki Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS cruiser. The potent 

1,700cc digitally fuel-injected V-twin engine pours on power 

through a six-speed transmission with overdrive. 

2019 VULCAN® 1700 VAQUERO® ABS 

METALLIC SPARK BLACK

All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.
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Turn heads as you take on your next adventure aboard a Kawasaki Vulcan® 900 cruiser. Right off the showroom floor, 

the 903cc V-twin powered cruiser has all the style and attitude of a one-of-a-kind build. From the detailed paint to the 

exciting exhaust, the Vulcan 900 Series is an artful expression of individuality. Enjoy the dynamic fusion of hand-built 

design and premium fit and finish. 

Vulcan® 900 Classic in Metallic Matte Graphite Gray/Metallic Matte Carbon Gray

27
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Prepare for open-road adventure on the Vulcan® 900 Classic LT cruiser. Take the long road with the comfort of 

the low-slung sculpted seat and spacious floorboards. Even your passenger can ride in relaxation with a supple 

passenger seat and backrest. Chrome brass studs give a sharp look to the Vulcan 900 Classic LT, a cruiser that 

will put a smile on your face as you soak up mile after mile. 

Vulcan® 900 Classic LT  in Metallic Graphite Gray/Candy Imperial Blue

2019 VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC LT
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LEATHER SADDLEBAGS
Enjoy the convenience of ample onboard storage with reinforced, top-grain leather 

saddlebags. Deep-dyed leather provides a sharp look and natural finish, while the 

chromed-brass studs and concealed quick-release fasteners provide seamless style.

2-TONE PAINT
The classic two-tone paint on the fuel tank 

and fenders give a smooth, streamlined look. 

Complemented by chrome detailing and the 

embossed tank logo, the Vulcan® 900 Classic LT 

cruiser presents a stately appearance, reflective 

of its trademark performance and dependability. 

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE WINDSCREEN
Riders come in all shapes and sizes, which is 

why the scratch-resistant acrylic windscreen of 

the Vulcan® 900 Classic LT is height-adjustable. 

Divert airflow around you for a more 

comfortable ride. 

2019 VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC LT

METALLIC GRAPHITE GRAY/CANDY IMPERIAL BLUE
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Make a statement with the Kawasaki Vulcan® 900 Custom cruiser. This 903cc V-twin exudes as much style as it does muscle, 

with a distinctive look that will turn any passerby into a rubberneck. The exhaust and contoured fuel tank highlight the 

striking appearance of the Vulcan 900 Custom, with deep black elements that give it the look of a custom-built bike. While the 

appearance says handcrafted, the performance speaks for itself with a smooth ride, balanced handling and steadfast reliability. 

2019 VULCAN® 900 CUSTOM

Vulcan® 900 Custom in Pearl Storm Gray/Ebony
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STYLE
The unique style of this custom cruiser can be found in its contrasting design elements—smooth, flowing 

lines of the bodywork meet the angular details of the slash-cut mufflers and the chromed drag-style 

handlebar. The combination of glossy black finish and matte black elements creates an eye-catching 

dynamic, with the detailed paint of the contoured fuel tank and fenders. 

WHEELS
Cast-spoke wheels feature a glossy black 

finish with orange accents for a distinctive 

handmade look. The tall front wheel crafted with 

a 3D twin-spoke design is among the standout 

characteristics. The eye-catching 21-inch 

front wheel provides easy maneuvering and is 

contrasted by a wide 15-inch rear wheel. Put 

power to the ground with a beefy 180mm rear tire.

SEAT
The low-slung seat of the Vulcan® 900 Custom cruiser lends to its custom 

appearance and edgy profile. The rider sits low in the chassis, allowing 

for a comfortable ride and an easy reach to the ground, as well as a low 

center of gravity for improved handling. The forward-mounted footpegs 

enhance the seating position while also improving rider control. 

2019 VULCAN® 900 CUSTOM

PEARL STORM GRAY/EBONY
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The Vulcan® 900 Classic cruiser offers clean, flowing lines for a classic look. Built around a powerful 903cc 

engine, the Vulcan 900 Classic has the muscle to match its bold appearance. A plush, bucket-shaped seat and 

spacious floorboards give the Vulcan 900 Classic the comfort for all-day cruising. Enjoy the pure freedom of the 

open road with this classic Kawasaki V-twin cruiser. 

Vulcan® 900 Classic in Metallic Matte Graphite Gray/Metallic Matte Carbon Gray

37
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WHITEWALL TIRES

SCULPTED FUEL TANK
A beautifully sculpted 5.3-gallon fuel tank serves 

as the centerpiece of the Vulcan® 900 Classic, 

offering large capacity and head-turning style. 

In keeping with its clean lines and minimalist 

styling, the fuel tank also houses the sleek 

instrument panel. The solo gauge indicates 

speed and fuel level, plus odometer and trip 

meter functions—it’s everything you need for 

a pure classic ride.

A true classic isn’t complete without the prominent look of whitewall tires and spoked wheels. 

The Vulcan® 900 Classic boasts these signature style elements, complemented by the full-coverage 

cut of the fenders for a distinguished look sure to please any true classic enthusiast. Performance tires, 

including a wide 180mm rear, offer modern performance with premium handling capabilities. 

ENGINE
Powered by a potent 55-degree fuel-injected 903cc V-twin engine, 

the Vulcan® 900 Classic cruiser has the muscle to match its bold 

appearance. Broad low- to mid-range torque and a smooth-shifting 

five-speed transmission mean consistent power for comfortable 

all-day cruising. Excellent fuel economy means fewer stops as you 

click off the miles. 

2019 VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC

METALLIC MATTE GRAPHITE GRAY/METALLIC MATTE CARBON GRAY
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click off the miles. 

2019 VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC

METALLIC MATTE GRAPHITE GRAY/METALLIC MATTE CARBON GRAY
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VULCAN® S ABS VULCAN® S ABS CAFE

ENGINE 4-stroke, 2-cylinder, DOHC, liquid-cooled 4-stroke, 2-cylinder, DOHC, liquid-cooled

DISPLACEMENT 649cc 649cc

BORE X STROKE 83.0 x 60.0mm 83.0 x 60.0mm

COMPRESSION RATIO 10.8:1 10.8:1

MAXIMUM TORQUE 46.3 lb-ft @ 6600 rpm 46.3 lb-ft @ 6600 rpm

FUEL SYSTEM DFI® 38mm throttle bodies (2), with sub-throttle valves DFI® 38mm throttle bodies (2), with sub-throttle valves

IGNITION TCBI with digital advance TCBI with digital advance

TRANSMISSION 6-speed with positive neutral finder 6-speed with positive neutral finder

FINAL DRIVE Sealed Chain Sealed Chain

FRONT SUSPENSION /
WHEEL TRAVEL

41mm telescopic fork/5.1 in 41mm telescopic fork/5.1 in

REAR SUSPENSION /
WHEEL TRAVEL

Lay-down offset rear shock with linkage and adjustable
preload/3.1 in

Lay-down offset rear shock with linkage and adjustable
preload/3.1 in

FRONT TIRE 120/70x18 120/70x18

REAR TIRE 160/60x17 160/60x17

FRONT BRAKES Single 300mm disc with twin-piston caliper, ABS Single 300mm disc with twin-piston caliper, ABS

REAR BRAKES Single 250mm disc with single-piston caliper, ABS Single 250mm disc with single-piston caliper, ABS

FRAME TYPE High-tensile steel diamond frame High-tensile steel diamond frame

RAKE/TRAIL 31°/4.7 in 31°/4.7 in

OVERALL LENGTH 90.9 in 90.9 in

OVERALL WIDTH 34.6 in 34.6 in

OVERALL HEIGHT 43.3 in 43.3 in

GROUND CLEARANCE 5.1 in 5.1 in

SEAT HEIGHT 27.8 in 27.8 in

CURB WEIGHT 498.3 lb/491.7 (non-ABS)** 502.7 lb**

FUEL CAPACITY 3.7 gal 3.7 gal

WHEELBASE 62.0 in 62.0 in

COLOR CHOICES Metallic Matte Covert Green, Stormcloud Blue Candy Steel Furnace Orange/Metallic Spark Black

WARRANTY 12 Month Limited Warranty 12 Month Limited Warranty

KAWASAKI PROTECTION
PLUS™ (OPTIONAL)

12, 24, 36, or 48 months 12, 24, 36, or 48 months

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied). When
equipped, California evaporative emissions equipment adds approximately 2.2 lb.

Specifications subject to change.
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VULCAN® 1700 VOYAGER® ABS VULCAN® 1700 VAQUERO® ABS

ENGINE 4-stroke, 52° V-twin, liquid-cooled 4-stroke, 52° V-twin, liquid-cooled

DISPLACEMENT 1,700cc/103.7 cu in 1,700cc/103.7 cu in

BORE X STROKE 102.0 x 104.0mm 102.0 x 104.0mm

COMPRESSION RATIO 9.5:1 9.5:1

MAXIMUM TORQUE 107.6 lb-ft @ 2750 rpm 107.6 lb-ft @ 2750 rpm

FUEL SYSTEM DFI® 42mm throttle bodies (2) DFI® 42mm throttle bodies (2)

IGNITION TCBI with digital advance TCBI with digital advance

TRANSMISSION 6-speed with overdrive and positive neutral finder 6-speed with overdrive and positive neutral finder

FINAL DRIVE Carbon fiber-reinforced belt Carbon fiber-reinforced belt

FRONT SUSPENSION /
WHEEL TRAVEL

45mm hydraulic fork/5.5 in 45mm hydraulic fork/5.5 in

REAR SUSPENSION /
WHEEL TRAVEL

Swingarm with twin air-assisted shocks, with 4-way
rebound damping/3.1 in

Swingarm with twin air-assisted shocks, with 4-way
rebound damping/3.1 in

FRONT TIRE 130/90x16 130/90x16

REAR TIRE 170/70x16 170/70x16

FRONT BRAKES Dual 300mm discs, dual four-piston calipers, K-ACT II
ABS

Dual 300mm discs, dual four-piston calipers, K-ACT II
ABS

REAR BRAKES Single 300mm disc, twin-piston caliper, K-ACT II ABS Single 300mm disc, twin-piston caliper, K-ACT II ABS

FRAME TYPE Steel, double-cradle with box-section single-tube
backbone

Steel, double-cradle with box-section single-tube
backbone

RAKE/TRAIL 30°/7.0 in 30°/7.0 in

OVERALL LENGTH 100.8 in 98.8 in

OVERALL WIDTH 39.2 in 38.2 in

OVERALL HEIGHT 61.0 in 50.8 in

GROUND CLEARANCE 5.3 in 5.7 in

SEAT HEIGHT 28.7 in 28.7 in

CURB WEIGHT 895.2 lb** 844.5 lb**

FUEL CAPACITY 5.3 gal 5.3 gal

WHEELBASE 65.6 in 65.6 in

COLOR CHOICES Candy Imperial Blue/Metallic Graphite Gray Metallic Spark Black

WARRANTY 36 Month Limited Warranty 36 Month Limited Warranty

KAWASAKI PROTECTION
PLUS™ (OPTIONAL)

12, 24, or 36 months 12, 24, or 36 months

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied). When
equipped, California evaporative emissions equipment adds approximately 2.2 lb.
Specifications subject to change.
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VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC VULCAN® 900 CLASSIC LT VULCAN® 900 CUSTOM

ENGINE 4-stroke, 55° V-twin, 4 valves per cylinder,
SOHC, liquid-cooled

4-stroke, 55° V-twin, 4 valves per cylinder,
SOHC, liquid-cooled

4-stroke, 55° V-twin, 4 valves per cylinder,
SOHC, liquid-cooled

DISPLACEMENT 903cc/55.10 cu in 903cc/55.1 cu in 903cc/55.10 cu in

BORE X STROKE 88.0 x 74.2mm 88.0 x 74.2mm 88.0 x 74.2mm

COMPRESSION RATIO 9.5:1 9.5:1 9.5:1

MAXIMUM TORQUE 58.2 lb-ft @ 3500 rpm 58.2 lb-ft @ 3500 rpm 58.2 lb-ft @ 3500 rpm

FUEL SYSTEM DFI® 34mm throttle bodies (2), with sub-
throttle valves

DFI® 34mm throttle bodies (2) with sub-
throttle valves

DFI® 34mm throttle bodies (2), with sub-
throttle valves

IGNITION TCBI with digital advance TCBI with digital advance TCBI with digital advance

TRANSMISSION 5-speed with positive neutral finder 5-speed with positive neutral finder 5-speed with positive neutral finder

FINAL DRIVE Kevlar-reinforced belt Kevlar-reinforced belt Kevlar-reinforced belt

FRONT SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

41mm hydraulic telescopic fork/5.9 in 41mm hydraulic telescopic fork/5.9 in 41mm hydraulic telescopic fork/5.9 in

REAR SUSPENSION / WHEEL
TRAVEL

Uni-Trak® swingarm, 7-way adjustable
spring preload/4.1 in

Uni-Trak® swingarm, 7-way adjustable
spring preload/4.1 in

Uni-Trak® swingarm, 7-way adjustable
spring preload/4.1 in

FRONT TIRE 130/90x16 130/90x16 80/90x21

REAR TIRE 180/70x15 180/70x15 180/70x15

FRONT BRAKES Single 300mm hydraulic disc Single 300mm hydraulic disc Single 300mm hydraulic disc

REAR BRAKES Single 270mm hydraulic disc Single 270mm hydraulic disc Single 270mm hydraulic disc

FRAME TYPE Semi-double cradle, high-tensile steel Semi-double cradle, high-tensile steel Double cradle, high-tensile steel

RAKE/TRAIL 32°/6.3 in 32°/6.3 in 33°/7.2 in

OVERALL LENGTH 97.0 in 97.0 in 94.7 in

OVERALL WIDTH 39.6 in 39.6 in 35.2 in

OVERALL HEIGHT 41.9 in 58.3 in 44.1 in

GROUND CLEARANCE 5.3 in 5.3 in 5.5 in

SEAT HEIGHT 26.8 in 26.8 in 27.0 in

CURB WEIGHT 619.6 lb** 657.1 lb** 610.8 lb**

FUEL CAPACITY 5.3 gal 5.3 gal 5.3 gal

WHEELBASE 64.8 in 64.8 in 64.8 in

COLOR CHOICES Metallic Matte Graphite Gray/Metallic Matte
Carbon Gray

Metallic Graphite Gray/Candy Imperial Blue Pearl Storm Gray/Ebony

WARRANTY 12 Month Limited Warranty 24 Month Limited Warranty 12 Month Limited Warranty

KAWASAKI PROTECTION
PLUS™ (OPTIONAL)

12, 24, 36, or 48 months 12, 24, 36, or 48 months 12, 24, 36, or 48 months

**Curb weight includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90 percent capacity) and tool kit (if supplied). When equipped, California evaporative
emissions equipment adds approximately 2.2 lb.

Specifications subject to change.
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LIMITED WARRANTY
The Kawasaki Vulcan® S, Vulcan® S ABS, Vulcan® S ABS CAFE, Vulcan® 900 Custom and Vulcan® 900 Classic 

come with a 12-month limited warranty. The Vulcan® 900 Classic LT comes with a 24-month limited warranty. 

The Vulcan® 1700 Vaquero® ABS and Vulcan® 1700 Voyager® ABS come with a 36-month limited warranty.

UP TO FOUR YEARS EXTENDED COVERAGE
Let Kawasaki protect your new vehicle for years to come with Kawasaki Protection Plus™. This plan repairs or 

replaces covered components free of charge if found defective in material or workmanship. Everything about 

the plan is easy: there’s no deductible, it’s honored at every authorized Kawasaki dealer nationwide and it’s 

transferable to another owner with no fee. Just ask your dealer how you can purchase additional coverage of 

12, 24, 36 or 48 months, depending on the model and plan purchased. FL Lic #65500, Kawasaki Motors Corp., 

U.S.A., PO Box 25252, Santa Ana, CA 92799, (949) 770-0400.

KAWASAKI CARES
Always wear a helmet, eye protection and proper apparel. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

Read Owner’s Manual and all on-product warnings. Professional riders shown on a closed course.  

©2018 Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A.

All trademarks, registered trademarks, logos, and copyrights are the property of their respective owners. 
Accessorized unit shown.

Printed in the U.S.A.
99969-3731
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